
The paint that looks new
even after repeated scrubbing.

 
Interior Scrubbable Latex Flat Paint
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Test Method: A 2´x2´ drywall boared is primed with a 
white acrylic primer. After allowing the primer to dry for 
24 hours, a coat of paint (tinted to DE6143 Almond Latte) 
is spray applied to the entire board. One half the panel 
is then back rolled and allowed to dry. After 24 hours, 
a touch-up is performed with a brush and roller on the 
back-rolled and sprayed sides of the board. The results 
are evaluated.

Test Method: Paints are applied to black charts. After 
drying for seven days, the charts are placed in an abrasion 
testing machine and stopped at the indicated cycle. 
Complete deterioration occurs when a full line of black 
background is exposed.

Touch-Up
ULTRA-SCRUB allows for better touch-
up than competitive brands, so minor 
repairs are less noticeable.

Scrub Resistance
ULTRA-SCRUB outperforms other 
brands in durability after repeated 
scrub cycles. That means the painted 
surface will maintain its original 
appearance longer.

All test examples are high resolution photographs of the actual test results. The tests were conducted by Dunn-Edwards Laboratories and can be viewed at the Corporate Office by appointment.
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ULTRA-SCRUB

ULTRA-SCRUB

is a professional scrubbable and washable latex flat paint specifically designed for use on interior walls, ceilings, and 
other properly prepared and primed surfaces in new residential dwellings. ULTRA-SCRUB is an upgrade from standard new 
residential flat finishes, providing a tough, durable finish that is extremely washable. It has excellent touch-up qualities, 
very good hide, and is self-priming on new drywall.

ULTRA-SCRUB®

VOC AND RAVOC RATINGS
ON EVERY LABEL
Dunn-Edwards is the first paint company to label its 
products with RAVOC ratings — Reactivity-Adjusted VOC 
Content — a better way to measure potential air quality 
impacts of coatings. To learn more about RAVOC ratings 
visit dunnedwards.com/RAVOC.

LEED® GOLD-CERTIFIED PAINT 
MANUFACTURING FACILITY
In 2011, Dunn-Edwards opened the world’s first and 
only LEED® Gold-certified paint manufacturing facility 
in Phoenix, AZ. Encompassing manufacturing, product 
development, quality control and more, the 336,000-sq. ft. 
facility is designed to be the greenest in the industry.
“LEED”and related logo is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green Building 
Council and is used with permission.

PRODUCTS BEARING THIS LOGO ARE 
EG-FREE® AND TAC/HAP-FREE
Ethylene Glycol (EG), a solvent often used in water-based 
paints, is listed as a Toxic Air Contaminant (TAC) and 
Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP). In 1983, we were the first 
in the industry to voluntarily replace EG with Propylene 
Glycol, a non-toxic alternative “generally regarded as 
safe” by the FDA. Also, every Dunn-Edwards product with 
the EG-Free logo is free of any other TAC or HAP, too.
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